I. Revolutions in Europe during 1830 and 1848: Know the reasons for revolutions in each of the five places we talked about! Also know if they were successful!

- Greece
- Poland
- Belgium
- Hungary
- France (1848)

II. Revolutions in Latin America

-Social, Economic and Political Structure in Latin America prior to 1800

-Reasons for Independence: 1)
  2)
  3)

- First country to receive its independence was ____________________________

-Know some facts about the following leaders:
  1) Toussaint L’Ouverture
  2) Simon Bolivar
  3) Jose de San Martin
  4) Miguel Hidalgo
### Unification of Italy

**Years:**

Finish this sentence: The Italians unified by...

**Reasons for unification:**

**Important individuals involved:**

**Sum it up-What specific actions/events led to Italian Unification?**

### Unification of Germany

**Years:**

Finish this sentence: The Germans unified by...

**Reasons for unification:**

**Important individuals involved:**

**Sum it up-What specific actions/events led to German Unification?**
### III. The Industrial Revolution

#### Why England?

#### Domestic vs. Factory system

#### Everything to know about Adam Smith

#### Everything to know about Karl Marx

#### Other important thinkers of the Industrial Revolution

#### Important Inventions of the Industrial Revolution

#### Luddites

#### Labor Unions

#### Key Problems caused by The Industrial Revolution

#### Key effects of the Industrial Revolution

#### How did gov’t help workers?

---

**What should I know about the Agricultural Revolution?**

(REMEMBER IT ALWAYS CAME BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION! ALSO INCLUDE THE ENCLOSURE MOVEMENT!)